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Abstract

Studying online food behavior has recently become an active field of research. While there
is a growing body of studies that investigate, for example, how online recipes are consumed,
in the form of views or ratings, little effort has been devoted yet to understand how they are
created. In order to contribute to this lack of knowledge in the area, we present in this paper
the results of a large-scale study of nearly 200k users posting over 400k recipes in the online
recipe platform Kochbar.de. The main objective of this study is (i) to reveal to what extent recipe
upload patterns can be explained by socio-demographic features and (ii) to what extent they
can be predicted. To do so, we investigate the utility of several features such as user history,
social connections of the users, temporal aspects as well as geographic embedding of the users.
Statistical analysis confirms that recipe uploads can be explained by socio-demographic features.
Extensive simulations show that among all features investigated, the social signal, in the form of
friendship connections to other users, appears to be the strongest one and henceforth is the best to
predict what type of recipe will be uploaded and what ingredients will be used in the future. The
research conducted in this work contributes to a better understanding in online food behavior and
is relevant for researchers working on online social information systems and engineers interested
in predictive modeling and recommender systems.

Keywords: Online food recipes, socio-demographic feature analysis, predictive modeling,
recommender systems

1. Introduction1

Investigating user behavior online does not only help us in understanding and learning about2

what people want and need but also what should be changed. In the context of food and in3

particular nutrition research, a huge body of literature exists that tries to understand how we4

consume or produce food in our daily lives. These studies are typically performed offline in a5

survey-based format. Typical methods employed include telephone interviews and surveys (Burt6

et al., 1995; Alaimo et al., 1994). Though survey-based approaches have the advantage of asking7

distinctive questions they fail in many ways, such as for instance being inefficient in terms of8

eliciting data objective (Trattner et al., 2017b). They are also rather time consuming, expensive9

and typically capture only a small fraction of a population to draw conclusions.10
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Figure 1: Example of an intelligent user interface that tries to support the user in the recipe upload process by recom-
mending food type and corresponding ingredients to cook this meal.

To overcome this issue recent innovations in research follow a more pragmatic way by mining11

patterns of what users leave behind on the Web (De Choudhury et al., 2016). This is typically12

done by investigating online consumption patterns in the form of query logs or implicit and13

explicit user feedback such as ratings or views from users in online food community forums or14

social media platforms. The main advantage of such a method is that behavior can be computed15

without the direct involvement of the user. As such, it allows to learn user behavior or the16

behavior of a whole population fast, possibly more objective and on a large scale (Trattner et al.,17

2017b).18

Objective. While current research in the online food area is mostly devoted to understand how19

people consume, i.e., how people search, view or rate online recipes, little research was been20

devoted yet to understand the producer side. As such, the main objective of this work is to21

understand and predict online recipe upload behavior. Or more specifically, the types of recipes22

created by online users and the ingredients to be used. Apart from our own preliminary work23

in this area (Kusmierczyk et al., 2016), to the best of our knowledge, no other work has been24

devoted yet to understand and predict online recipe uploading behavior.25

Application. We think the study of online recipe upload behavior is useful, since it would not26

only enable us to understand what are potential food trends as set by a user or a whole commu-27

nity in the future, but would, for example, also help us in the design of novel food recommender28

algorithms or even intelligent user interfaces, that would support people in the food upload pro-29

cess. Currently, this process is a time-consuming task, and as shown in many other domains30

such as, e.g., social tagging Kowald et al. (2017), such a system would help the user not only31

to perform this kind of task more efficiently, but would potentially also increase the user expe-32

rience or increase the quality of the content being created. Figure 1 highlights such as system,33

in the context of the online food community platform Kochbar.de. As shown, the system aims34

at predicting type of recipe (food type) the user is likely going to create as well as the ingredi-35

ents used to create the recipe during recipe upload time. As such the interface provides a list of36

recommendations in terms for recipe type and ingredients used. Figure 2 presents a similar idea37

of an application that takes as input a user profile or a set of user profiles to provide as output a38
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Figure 2: Example of system that tries to predict future recipe uploads given as input a user or user group and a set of
recipes uploaded by this user or group.

ranked list of ingredients and food types probably uploaded in the future by the user or the user39

group. This kind of application may be useful for people interested in potential upcoming food40

trends as set by a popular online user or a whole community of users.41

Research questions. To drive our research, the following high-level research questions were42

defined:43

• RQ1. To what extent do signals and features exist that can explain recipe upload behavior?44

• RQ2. To what extent are these features useful to predict online recipe uploads?45

To answer these research question, we have taken a two-step approach. In the first step we46

analyze recipe upload behavior and are in particular interested in understanding to which extent47

signals and features exist that may explain recipe upload behavior. The second step involves48

employing these features to predict recipe uploads to reveal their magnitude of importance.49

Paper structure. The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we highlight relevant related50

work in the field and highlight what this study adds to the existing literature. Section 3 introduces51

the dataset we have been using to conduct our research. This section is then followed by Section 452

which features our research methodology and explains amongst other things, data pre-processing,53

statistical analysis and predictive modeling. Section 5 presents the results coined with our first54

research question related to explaining online recipe upload behavior and Section 6 presents the55

results our second research question dealing with the predictability of food types and ingredients.56

Finally, Section 7 summarizes and discusses the outcomes of our study and Section 8 concludes57

the paper, with a summary of our main findings and future directions of our work.58

2. Background59

Studying and understanding online food behavior is a relatively new field of research and only60

a few previous studies exist. One of the first works in this context were the studies conducted by61

Ahn et al. (2011). In their work they mined and analyzed three different large-scale online food62
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community platforms from Europe, the US and China to unveil patterns in flavor components63

that for instance makes Indian food different to the rest of the world.64

A second noteworthy study by West et al. (2013) analyzed a large corpus of Microsoft Bing65

search-logs to discover the extent to which people search and access information in the online66

food community website Allrecipes.com. West et al. find that people’s searches for food on the67

Web follow weekly and yearly trends and they also find significant differences in terms of search68

queries between states in the US. Food-related searches are correlated with instances of heart69

disease in certain regions of the US. Similar findings were reported by Said and Bellogı́n (2014),70

who analyzed a crawl of the online food community platform Allrecipes.com showing significant71

correlations between diabetes in certain regions of the US and the recipes consumed (rated) in72

these regions. Abbar et al. (2015) found aligning trends in the context of Twitter and Mejova73

et al. (2015) likewise in Instagram, while De Choudhury et al. (2016) also showed that Instagram74

data and bad food consumption patterns can be correlated to unhealthy regions in the US. A75

similar correlation was found in our own research recently in the context of online bookmarking76

behavior of people in Allrecipes.com (Trattner et al., 2017b).77

Wagner et al. (2014) analyzed user preferences in the online food community Kochbar.de78

by analyzing access log data to the recipes available in this platform. In line with West et al.79

(2013), they find that the user online food preferences follow temporal trends and vary in certain80

regions in Germany. Temporal patterns were also discovered in our own study in the context81

of large-scale analysis of Kochbar.de (Kusmierczyk et al., 2015a,b). There we mined data in82

the form of ratings, and discovered that recipes follow a power-law distribution when analyzing83

their interestingness over time with certain recipe categories remaining interesting for longer than84

others. An interesting follow-up work by Laufer et al. (2015) shows to what extent 31 different85

language editions on Wikipedia mention food. Among other things they find that neighboring86

countries “tend to have more similar cultural practices than more distant countries”.87

Other relevant works are the recent studies of Rokicki et al. (2017) showing how editorial,88

temporal and social biases affect online food popularity and appreciation. Their recent follow-up89

work furthermore reveals how certain cues in recipes have an impact on how online recipes are90

perceived healthily (Rokicki et al., 2018). Also related are the studies of Mejova et al. (2017)91

who investigate food culture through Instagram posts and our own work (Trattner et al., 2017c)92

which reveals the extent to which online food preferences and hobbies correlate with food health93

standards and to what extent popularity of recipes can be predicted from content cues such as94

recipe title, image, nutrition or ingredients (Trattner et al., 2018).95

Also worth mentioning in this context are the studies of Schneider et al. (2013) and our own96

work (Trattner et al., 2017a; Trattner and Elsweiler, 2017b) that investigated the healthiness of97

online recipes in food blog post and online food portals, such as Allrecipes.com, or the work98

of of Yu et al. (2013) and Liu et al. (2014) predicting recipe ratings from, for example, reviews99

using Machine Learning. Similar interesting work from the recommender research area, are the100

experiments of Teng et al. (2012), employing a number of features such as cooking style, user101

geo-location or user history to train a statistical model that is able to predict recipe choices.102

The most popular work in this strand of research though is work done by Berkovsky and Freyne103

(2010), Freyne and Berkovsky (2010), who were the first to study online food recipe consumption104

patterns and preferences, to invent several intelligent systems to recommend recipes to people.105

More recent similar studies worth mention here are the works of Trevisiol et al. (2014), Ge106

et al. (2015), Elsweiler and Harvey (2015), Elsweiler et al. (2017), Rokicki et al. (2015) and the107

work of Yang et al. (2017) who studied intelligent meal planning and health-aware food (recipe)108

recommender systems. For an overview of the current state-of-the-art in food recommender109
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systems and future challenges in the area we refer to Tran et al. (2017) and Trattner and Elsweiler110

(2017a).111

Differences to previous research & contributions. In summary, the work reviewed above reveals112

that we know little about recipe upload behavior. The current literature mostly investigates how113

recipes are consumed in the form of ratings or views and how this correlates to health outcomes.114

Moreover, we know little about which types of features can be exploited to predict recipe uploads.115

The reviewed literature suggests that online food preferences are biased and that these features116

can be exploited to predict popularity of online recipes and their nutrition. However, to what117

extent these features can explain upload behavior or play a role in the predictability of recipe118

uploads is unknown. This is exactly the gap in the literate the present article is trying to fill by119

presenting an extensive study of features to explain and predict recipe upload behavior.120

The main contribution of this work is the quantitative analysis of one of the largest online food121

community platforms on the Web comprising more than 200k users and 400k recipes uploaded,122

to show to what extent socio-demographic features impact recipe upload behavior (see Section123

5). The second contribution of this work is an in-depth investigation to show to what extent these124

features contribute to the prediction of this behavior (see Section 5). A final contribution of this125

work is the observation that many of the observed patterns can also be linked to offline food126

behavior (see Summary & Discussions - Section 7).127

3. Dataset128

Our work relies on a dataset obtained from the German online food community website129

Kochbar.de1. According to Schroeder (2017) Kochbar.de attracts more than 6.6 million unique130

users every month and is ranked under the top-50 most popular websites in Germany and is the131

second most popular food website in Europe.132

In order to obtain the data, we implemented a Web crawler that by following the link structure133

of Kochbar.de2 retrieved all publicly available recipes and related user profiles, in addition to134

other user-generated contents. The basic statistics of the dataset are presented in Table 1. As135

shown, the dataset contains more than 400 thousand recipe profiles from the years 2008-2014136

and corresponding meta-data, such as categories the recipes were published to, ingredients being137

used to cook the meal, preparation steps, publication time, recipe title, etc. Furthermore, the138

dataset comprises nearly 200k user profiles that contain ratings or comments applied to recipes,139

friendship relations to other users in the community platform of Kochbar.de, and the current140

home location of the users.141

As highlighted in Table 1 the users established more than 195k friendship relations. 18142

thousand users out of these were active recipe publishers who have uploaded at least one recipe.143

Around 19 thousand users also actively rated recipes, resulting in total 7 million user ratings.144

Interestingly, most of the ratings (99.1%) are 5-star ratings. As such very small divergence in145

rating behavior does not allow to study preferences sufficiently in detail. We therefore ignore the146

value of the ratings and just consider all user ratings to be ‘1’ whenever a user applied a rating147

to a recipe. A value of ‘0’ was chosen, whenever a recipe was found to be not rated by the user.148

Hence, ratings in Kochbar.de can be seen as bookmarks.149

1http://Kochbar.de
2Crawl performed between 2014-11-22 and 2014-12-05 in alignment with the sites Terms of Services.
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Table 1: Basic statistics of the Kochbar.de dataset.

Feature Count

Num. users 199k
Num. ingredients 1,483
Num. recipes 406k
Num. users publishing recipes 18k
Num. food types 2,523
Num. ratings 7,795k
Num. users rating 19k
Num. categories 246

4. Methodology150

To achieve our goal, which is to understand recipe uploading behavior and predict it, several151

steps were necessary. First, the data had to be processed and cleaned. Second, features need to152

be derived and statistical analysis needs to be performed to explain upload behavior, in our case,153

type of recipe being created and ingredients used. Third, predictive models need to be derived154

utilizing these features. Fourth, and finally, a set of experiments need to be conducted in order to155

evaluate the performance of the models in presence of state-of-the-art baselines.156

4.1. Data pre-processing157

Ingredient normalization. In our initial crawl of the dataset, ingredients were lists of arbitrary158

strings provided as free-form text by the users of Kochbar.de. As such, they are noisy and often159

contain typos or word deviates that do not match each other, although they contain the same160

meaning. To resolve that disambiguation issue, standard NLP-based pre-processing techniques161

were employed to normalize all ingredients in the dataset. To do so, we first filtered out stop-162

words, special characters, verbs as well as amounts and units, which were part of an ingredient163

string, i.e., ‘10 gram lovely butter’ was transferred into just ‘butter’. We also split conjunctions,164

such as, for example, ‘salt and pepper’, into ‘salt’ and ‘pepper’ (516 in total out of the 334k165

original ingredients, 311 out of these were related to salt and pepper). After that we matched166

ingredient names occurring less than 50 times with others starting from the most popular ones.167

We achieved this by computing a normalized form of Levenshtein’s edit distance Yujian and Bo168

(2007). In this way, for example, the ingredient ‘the glass of salted water’ was replaced with the169

two ingredients ‘water’ and ‘salt’.170

We also replaced alternatives of two ingredients with the name of the more popular option,171

for example, ‘butter or margarine’ was replaced with ‘butter’. Finally, we discarded all the172

ingredients appearing less than 10 times in our data set. The last step involved the manual173

unification of words (performed by the first and second author or this work), for example, ‘penne’174

and ‘spaghetti’ both into ‘pasta’. The procedure reduced the initial number of over 334 thousand175

rather noisy ingredients in our data set to 1,483 normalized ingredients which we use to, e.g.,176

compute similarities between recipes/users or to predict these.177
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Table 2: Top-5 food types and ingredients in the Kochbar.de dataset.

Top-5 ingredients Count Top-5 food types Count

Salt 294,112 Salad 16,313
Pepper 234,063 Muffins 4,731
Sugar 148,308 Dip 4,141
Eggs 127,680 Bread 4,123
Butter 125,787 Pizza 3,531

Food type identification. Furthermore, based on the recipe titles, we mined the types of recipes178

that we denote further in the paper as ‘food types’. We identified those as recipe titles appearing179

at least 5 times in the whole dataset, i.e., if some title, for example, ‘apple pie’, appears in 5 or180

more recipes in the dataset, we assumed that it represents a common food type. Then, employing181

sub-string inclusion (Alam and Rahman, 2012), we matched all recipe titles to the extracted food182

types. In this way, for example, the recipe title ‘Magic Apple Pie by Mrs Schultz’ was identified183

as a special variant of the recipe type ‘apple pie’. Table 2 provides an overview of the top-5 most184

used ingredients and food types in the Kochbar.de dataset.185

Identification of users’ geographic origin. The final step involved the calculation of the geo-186

graphical origin of the users in the Kochbar.de dataset. This is possible because when registering187

to the platform, the users are asked where they are currently located. However, the granularity188

and quality of this type of geographic information varies significantly. To resolve this issue,189

Google’s Geocoding API was employed to unify the user ‘locations’ on three different levels.190

Specifically, we were able to map the users to a country, region or city.191

4.2. Explaining & predicting recipe uploads192

Recent literature in the context of online recipes suggests that food preferences in the form193

of ratings of views are influenced by features such as geographic embedding (Wagner et al.,194

2014) or time (Kusmierczyk et al., 2015b). To reveal whether we can find similar patterns in195

the context of recipe uploads and whether they can explain upload behavior, an exploratory data196

analysis (EDA) was performed. In detail, we report (i) density plots to show distributional trends197

in the data, (ii) scatter plots to reveal correlations (iii) and statistical tests, for example, in the198

form of Kolmogorow-Smirnov tests (K-S tests), t-tests or Chi2 tests, to underpin our finding also199

statistically.200

While the exploratory data analysis, as performed in the first part of this paper, reveals201

whether certain features are able to explain recipe upload behavior, they do not allow to draw202

conclusions about which of the features that may be the most useful ones to predict this be-203

havior. To reveal this, we propose a set of scoring functions that model the data based on the204

investigated features to output the top-n most probable recipe types and ingredients the user will205

use to create (upload) a new recipe. To evaluate the proposed models, we run a series of of-206

fline experiments, as common on recommender systems research, to show the performance of207

the proposed models. As evaluation metric we employ Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain208

(nDCG). Furthermore, we benchmark against well-known recommender algorithms, employing209
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Figure 3: Distribution of reduction in ingredients entropy when food type is known.

the open-source standard recommender systems library myMediaLite. More details on the exact210

evaluation protocol can be found in Section 6.211

5. Explaining Recipe Upload Behavior (RQ1)212

This section begins with an investigation to reveal to what extent ingredients can be explained213

by a given food type (as we aim to predict ingredients from food types later). The second analysis214

in this section investigates to which extent category labels, as used by the users when uploading215

recipes, can explain future recipe uploads. Thereafter, an analysis is performed that shall explain216

the relationship between recipe uploads and preferences in the form of ratings. A further analysis217

is then coined with the question to what extent users are consistent in their upload behavior. The218

last three sub-section investigate, social, geographic and temporal biases in the context of recipe219

uploading behavior.220

5.1. Investigating the relation between food types and ingredients221

In our study we compare food types and ingredients. The intuition is that some ingredients222

should be more typical for particular food types than for the others, and therefore the knowledge223

about what food type was selected should be helpful in ingredients prediction. However, to224

observe the exact relation between a particular pair of food type and ingredient we need a more225

specific analysis.226

Figure 3 provides a deeper insight into dependencies between food types and ingredients.227

As a measure for evaluating the discriminative power of food types we use a metric called228

normalized entropy reduction which we define as a ratio between entropy gain when the food229

type is known and the original entropy value. Hence, nertype(X) =
H(X)−Htype(X)

H(X) . H(X) is the230

entropy of the ingredients measured over all recipes and Htype(X) is the entropy measured only231

over recipes of particular type. Low values of ner indicate that given a certain food type, this232

food type not allow to explain the ingredient distribution sufficiently. On the other hand, high233
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Figure 4: Number (mean and deviation) of unique categories used by users to label recipe uploads.

values mean that by providing a food type the prediction of ingredients is significantly simplified.234

For example, if for some type we observe nertype(X) = 1, we know exactly what ingredients to235

choose. Two illustrative examples are ‘spaghetti carbonara’ that determines well both the set of236

ingredients and their frequencies distribution (entropy is reduced by almost 40%), while on the237

other hand, ‘carpaccio’ is very general food type (entropy is reduced by only 10%). In general,238

we find that the average reduction over all recipes is 22%. In other words that means that only239

22% of the ingredients in a recipe can be explained by a given food type.240

In summary, we find that food types and ingredients exhibit some correlations indicating that241

by knowing what type of food the user is going to create might be helpful in predicting recipe242

ingredients. However, some food types discriminate much better between ingredients than the243

others. On average, we find that only 22% of the ingredients in a recipe can be explained if the244

food type is known.245

5.2. Investigating the value of food category labels246

When uploading a new recipe, the user is expected to label it with category labels. To reveal247

to what extent this type of feature may be useful in predicting future recipe uploads we first248

investigated to which extent the users keep re-using the same category labels for their recipes.249

Figure 4 provides a better understanding of this pattern. Users introduce new categories at the250

very beginning and then start reusing them. After some short time, the number of used unique251

categories saturates. On average recipes are labeled with 2 categories, but the number of used252

labels (y = 2.0x) and the number of used unique categories cross when approximately the 15th253

recipe is created. We can expect that before this number (of uploads per user) is reached, category254

labels for newly created and uploaded recipes may start reoccurring. This also means category255

labels are only useful to be used to predict future recipe uploads, if at least 15 or more recipes256

have been created by the user in the past.257

To investigate to which extent category labels may explain ingredients and food types we258

have performed a similar experiment as presented in the previous section. The resulting plots259

are shown in Figure 5, where the horizontal axis represents the normalized entropy reduction260
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Figure 5: Distributions of reduction in entropy for ingredients and food types when the category of the recipe is known.

(the same measure as in Section 5.1 but here we restrict with categories). Again, the higher the261

values the more discriminative the category. Some categories are more discriminative than the262

others, for example, ‘Cookies/Biscuits‘ vs ‘Snack‘. On average we find that the reduction over263

all recipes for ingredients entropy (first plot) is equal to 11%. For food types (second plot), the264

entropy distribution is more flat and skewed towards high values. The overall mean here is 40%,265

which also means that category labels explain food types better than ingredients.266

In summary, we find that users tend to reuse categories when labeling recipes and categorical267

information helps in constraining distributions of both food types and ingredients. On average268

by knowing how a user is going to label a recipe 11% of the ingredients can be explained though269

this proxy and there is a 40% probability to explain why a certain type of food may be uploaded.270
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5.3. Investigating the value of ratings271

Current research in the context of online recipes is mostly investigating rating behavior. Apart272

form our own preliminary previous work in this context (Kusmierczyk et al., 2016), no further273

investigations have been performed to understand whether recipe uploading behavior, may be274

different from what people prefer (rate). To further shed light onto this question, we performed a275

set of experiments. If rating behavior is correlated to upload behavior, we may be able to propose276

models that exploit the signal present in the ratings to predict future recipe uploads.277

In the first experiment we compare rating and upload distributions. Figure 6 presents the278

results of this experiment. We observe that in both cases the distributions are heavy-tailed and279
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that they follow a power law distribution (in both cases a K-S test can not reject at 0.05 the null280

hypothesis that the distributions are the same; we report α = 2.24 for uploads and α = 1.39 for281

ratings). This means that most users publish/rate only a few recipes and only a few users publish282

or rate many recipes.283

Figure 7 shows the results of the correlation analysis. We observe a strong linear dependency284

between the two variables (R2 = 0.57 and p < 0.001 for the null hypothesis that the slope is285

zero) meaning that people who are active in publishing recipes are also active in rating them (and286

vice versa). However, what is also shown in the plot is the nature of this relation: users rate287

more often than they upload recipes. This is evident from the slope of the linear fit that is almost288

equal to 17 (the intercept is 34). However, the data points are scattered, and some users deviate289

from the fit significantly, for an average user the number of ratings is significantly higher than290

the number of uploads.291

In summary, we find that the users on average rate much more than they upload. However,292

rating behavior and upload behavior is correlated. An R2 value of 0.57 shows that there is mod-293

erate strong correlation between recipe uploads and preferences in terms of ratings.294

5.4. Investigating the value of the user’s social network295

Social networks have been found to be a very useful source of information in many prediction296

tasks. In particular, in the context of recommender systems, much research has recently shed297

light on the usefulness of social network relations to, for example, recommending items such as298

books, movies or music (Guy, 2015; Golbeck, 2006; Ma et al., 2011). However, less attention299

has yet been paid to what extent social networks can be exploited and can be useful in predicting300

food behavior online.301

In the context of the online food community platform Kochbar.de, social connections are302

expressed by explicit friendship relations as well as by common interest groups. Similar con-303

cepts can also be found in other popular online community platforms such as, for example,304

Allrecipes.com 3 or Cookpad.com 4 where people can follow each other.305

To reveal, to what extent recipe uploads are socially correlated, we performed a simple anal-306

ysis that compared the user profiles of friends and non-friends to each other. The same was then307

repeated for users being connected with each other over the same groups.308

From social connections we intend to obtain useful information about the users’ general309

preferences towards particular ingredients or food types. Figure 8 shows the results of this ex-310

periment.311

We compare the users to their friends and members of groups where the users and their312

friends are both members of (horizontal coordinate) and to other users that they are not connected313

to (vertical coordinate). To measure the similarities between the users, we employed cosine314

similarity in the following way: x(u) = avg(u,u′)∈Ssim(u, u′), y(u) = avg(u,u′)<Ssim(u, u′) where315

S stands for chosen social relation between users and sim(u, u′) measures similarity of items316

popularity in users’ recipes, i.e., means a cosine similarity between count vectors of respectively317

ingredients and food types in users’ recipes.318

For both ingredients and food types we find a significant bias towards recipes uploaded by319

related users: in all cases a K-S test strongly rejects with p < 0.001 the null hypotheses that the320

distributions along the horizontal and vertical axes are equal.321

3http://www.allrecipes.com
4http://www.cookpad.com
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Figure 8: Similarities (measured over ingredients and food types) to recipes uploaded by socially connected users (friend-
ship and group membership).

For example, approximately 95% of the users use the same ingredients (x > y) in their322

uploaded recipes as their friends, while the opposite (x < y) is true for only 5% of them. Similarly323

was obtained for food types, where we observe that 72% of the users being in a friendship relation324

also upload the same type of food. In the case of common groups these biases are even stronger:325

99% of the users in the same group use the same ingredients and 95% upload the same type of326

food. This means that for the majority of people, being in a friendship relation to a person is a327

strong indicator of similar food preferences and being a member of a common interest group, is328

even a stronger indicator for the same food preferences.329

In summary, we find that there are strong correlations between social factors such as friend-330

ship and group membership and recipes being uploaded by the users. 95% of the users use the331

same ingredients as their friends and 72% upload the same type of food.332
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Figure 9: Similarities (measured over ingredients and food types) between the users own recipes and to other users’.

5.5. Investigating the value of the users’ histories333

Historical information is in many cases a very useful source of information to predict future334

events. In particular, in the context of recommender systems, the users’ previous interactions with335

items, for example, in the form of ratings, are usually exploited to train a model that can inform336

future interaction behavior Ricci et al. (2011). Henceforth, we were interested in understanding337

to which extent the users’ histories may be able to explain future recipe creation. To do so, we338

conducted an experiment, where we calculated for each user the mean pairwise cosine similarity339

between the ingredients used and the type of food the user uploaded (details below). As baseline340

we chose recipes uploaded by other users, in order to see if the users follow their own preferences341

rather the ones of their peers.342

Figure 9 presents the results of this experiment. Each user u is represented by a single data343

point (one for ingredients and one for food types) and characterized by two values: mean simi-344

larity between recipes the user uploaded (horizontal axis): x(u) = avgr,r′∈Uu sim(r, r′) with r , r′,345

where Uu is the set of uploads by u, and mean similarity to recipes uploaded by the other users u′346

(vertical axis): y(u) = avgr∈Uu,r′∈Uu′ sim(r, r′) with u′ , u. Cosine similarity between two recipes347

sim(r, r′) = cos(r, r′) was calculated either over ingredients from r and r′ (blue dots) or over food348

types assigned to them (red dots).349

The plot shows strong biases towards the horizontal axis, i.e., similarities are higher between350

the users’ own uploads rather than to other users (in most cases we observe that x > y). As351

anticipated, both a K-S test and t-test strongly reject with p < 0.001 the null hypotheses that352

the distributions along x and y axes are equal, i.e., that users are equal in terms of their styles353

and preferences towards ingredients or food types. In fact, users tend to have their own set354

of preferred ingredients and food types. For 52% of users (for ingredients) and 14% of users355

(for food types), the mean similarity between their uploads is (statistically) significantly higher356

than to those uploaded by other users, i.e., x > y. This means that for 52% and 14% users,357

personalized recommendations may make more sense. For 28% (for ingredients) and 82% (for358

food types), we were not able to distinguish between single user’s uploads and uploads by the359
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Figure 11: Similarities (measured over ingredients and food types) to recipes uploaded by socially connected users
(friendship) vs own uploads.

other users – a t-test was not able to reject the means equality null hypothesis H0: x(u) = y(u) at360

α = 0.05. Finally, we found a group of users (respectively 20% for ingredients and 4% for food361

types) that behave in the opposite of the expected way, i.e., x < y: their uploads resemble more362

what others produce, and the difference is statistically significant in terms of mean values. For363

these users it does not make sense to personalize recommendations.364

Other trends can be found when investigating Figure 11 where we consider only users which365

are socially connected to each other (friends). Here we can see that for ingredients we can find366

similar trends as in the previous investigation though less pronounced. 44% of the users are367

below the equality line (x=y) and 22% above meaning that the users are more to re-use their own368

ingredients than those of their friends. Interestingly when it comes to food types the pattern is369
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different. 35% of the food types upload by the users is better explained by their friends rather370

than their own uploads (7%). Or in other words, people tend to have their set of known and371

available ingredients but do not want to repeat themselves by uploading the same set of recipes372

again and again.373

Additional insights into the already observed patterns that the users follow their own cooking374

styles rather than others, is shown in Figure 10. The figure is intended to show the relation be-375

tween the number of recipes created by the user and the number of ingredients used and different376

food types created. As highlighted, both the number of food types and ingredients grow with the377

number of published recipes.378

What is also important to note here is that the single user never reaches the upper limits of379

all known ingredients (1483) and food types (2523) in the whole database.380

This means that different users only partially share ingredients and types of food they upload381

with the others. In consequence, we expect the predictors that rely on the user’s prior content382

to perform better than predictors that rely on recipe content published by other users, as this is,383

for example, the case when applying a item-based collaborative filtering approach Sarwar et al.384

(2001).385

In summary, we find that the users upload histories are more or less consistent. For 52% of386

the users (for ingredients) and 14% of the users (for food types), the mean similarity between387

their uploads is (statistically) significantly higher than to those uploaded by other users. Similar388

can be found when comparing the users uploads to their friends although the pattern changes389

when we look at food types. In this case, most of the users’ uploads can be explained through390

their social connections (friends).391

5.6. Investigating the impact of the users’ geographic embedding392

Cultural and geographic differences in terms of cooking are well researched, and there are393

many studies that show evidence that there are significant differences how people from different394

regions all over the world prepare or prefer food (Steptoe et al., 1995). Yet, however, little395

evidence exists in the context of online cooking. To date, only two other study have shed light396

onto this question (Zhu et al., 2013; Wagner et al., 2014), showing via log file analysis that online397

recipe preferences vary significantly regionally. To observe whether this pattern can also be seen398

in the context of Kochbar.de, we investigated the users upload patterns from different countries,399

regions and cities.400

As the results are similar for all three types of geography investigated (country, region and401

city), in order to improve readability of the results we present only those on country level in this402

section.403

Similar to the methodology presented in Section 5.4, we investigated whether the users geo-404

graphic embedding correlates with the types of recipes uploaded and the ingredients used in the405

recipes. Figure 12 (left plot) presents the first set of results in that respect, showing how similar406

the users are when considering their geographic origin. For both ingredients being used in the407

recipes, and food types, we observe a strong bias towards fellow countrymen. 97% of the users408

are on average more similar to people from the same country (x > y) in terms of ingredients409

used. In terms of food types this fraction is similar and amounts to 92%. However, a few users410

(respectively 3% and 8%) behave in the opposite way (x < y). Interestingly, according to a t-test411

with α = 0.05 all the observed differences were found to be statistically significant.412

An additional analysis is provided in Table 3. In order to reduce the impact of noise in our413

data, we present in this table only countries with at least 500 recipes and with at least 10 users414
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Figure 12: Similarity to recipes uploaded by user from the same country vs others.

Table 3: Fraction of users more consistent with their recipe upload behavior (ingredients and food types) to fellow
citizens.

Country Ingredients Food types

Italy 100% 85%
Spain 95% 90%
France 100% 83%
Germany 100% 90%
Austria 54% 54%
Switzerland 90% 51%
Norway 87% 83%

in the particular country. The table shows the fractions of users more similar to the fellow coun-415

trymen than to foreigners (x < y). In most countries, such users constitute the strong majority,416

for example, up to 100% for ingredients and up to 90% for food types. In particular, users from417

Germany, Italy and Spain are remarkably consistent to their fellows. On the other hand, we have418

Austria and Switzerland that exhibit different trends, i.e., many users from these countries do not419

replicate local cooking patterns. A possible explanation for this behavior is the strong regional420

influence from neighboring countries such as Germany and Italy.421

Further insight into the dependencies and similarities between countries in respect to ingre-422

dients being used and food types created is provided in Figure 13. The figure shows an analysis423

that measures the cosine similarity between the users in the countries in a heath map. As high-424

lighted, similarities are higher when food types are considered rather than ingredients. What the425

two plots also show is that countries such as Germany and Switzerland are more similar to other426

countries. The highest similarities though (ingredient similarity = 99%, food type similarity =427
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Figure 13: Cosine similarity between distributions of ingredients and food types for countries with at least 500 recipes
from at least 10 users.

91%) can be found between Austria and Germany. This means that the users in these countries428

create the most similar recipes. The countries with the smallest overlap in terms ingredient use429

and foods created is Spain and France (ingredient similarity = 88%) and Spain and Italy (food430

type similarity = 21%).431

Other interesting results are obtained when investigating the top-5 most popular (normalized432

by 1/totalcount) food types and the most popular ingredients used in the recipes uploaded on433

country level as shown in Table 4.434

As shown, differences (and stereotypes) for the top-5 ingredients in each country can be435

found, although they overlap sometimes. For example, we find ‘butter’ in Germany and Switzer-436

land among the top-5 as well as ‘cream’ in Austria and Switzerland. Also, the ingredient ‘eggs’437

is prominent in Norway and Switzerland, as well as ‘sugar’ in Austria and Germany.438

More clear, differences (and cultural food stereotypes) can be found among the most popular439

food types. For example, in Italy the top-5 food types are among others ‘antipasti’, ‘limoncello’440

or ‘bruschetta’. Similar can be found for other countries such as Spain, where we find ‘paella’441

among the top-5 food types or Austria, where we find ‘strudl’ (a popular Austrian dessert) or in442

the Switzerland, where we find ‘rösti’ or ‘cheese fondue’ among the top-5. In Germany we find443

oxtail, a popular German cabbage salad.444

Statistical significance of the observed differences between countries (also regions and cities)445

were verified with the χ2 test of independence applied both to ingredients and food types (after446

limiting to subsets with sufficient counts, i.e., at least 5 per country/region/city). In all cases447

geographic influence on items popularity was confirmed by strongly rejecting with p < 0.001448

the null hypotheses H0: countries/regions/cities are indifferent in terms of ingredients/food types449

popularity.450

In summary, we find that users of the same country appear to cluster together. They upload451

the same types of recipes and use the same ingredients. However, for some countries this pattern452

is less pronounced than for others. For example, users from Switzerland and Germany are more453

likely to be similar with other users in other countries. The most similar countries are Austria454

and Germany (ingredient similarity = 99%, food type similarity = 91%) and dissimilar countries455

are Spain and France (ingredient similarity = 88%) and Spain and Italy (food type similarity =456
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Table 4: The top-5 ingredients and food types used in the country of origin of the users.

Country Top-5 ingredients Top-5 food types

Italy peperoncini, pancetta, anchovy, clams, saffron antipasti, limoncello, bruschetta, carpaccio, polenta
Spain sald, gambas, ham, sardine, anchovy fish stew, white bread, vegetable rice, gazpacho, paella
France cheese, wine, champagne, corn starch, bread salmon rolls, fennel salad, gorgonzola sauce, garlic bread, curry rice
Germany sauce, butter, sugar, paprika, oil oxtail, ragout, soup, stew, spread
Austria sugar, cream, eggs, meat, marmalade pancake, strudl, scheiterhaufen, kaiserschmarren, cup cake
Switzerland cream, butter, flour, broth, eggs salad sauce, cheese fondue, rösti, sour cream, orange salad
Norway bouillon, meat, cheese, eggs, syrup bbq sauce, bread, baked potatoes, cake, soup

21%), which is in line with Laufer et al. (2015) showing similar trends in Wikipedia.457

5.7. Investigating the variable of time458

Recent research in the context of online food has shown that there are observable temporal459

patterns how online food is accessed or searched for West et al. (2013); Wagner et al. (2014);460

Kusmierczyk et al. (2015b). While these analyses provide evidence that there are observable461

patterns in terms of, for example, how calorie content of the recipes searched for varies over the462

course of a week, these papers do not provide evidence to what extent the variable of time has an463

impact on recipe upload behavior.464

To start with, we first focused on exploring the popularity of the ingredients used and food465

types created by manually checking visually for a random selection of 100 ingredients and recipe466

types. What we observed is that in most of the cases there are strong seasonal and weekly467

trends. Or in other words, we noticed that some ingredients and recipe types are used in the468

recipes uploaded more often in some periods of the year than others. Figure 14 presents sample469

situations where seasonality determines ingredients and food types use. All of the presented470

ingredients and food types follow strong seasonal trends. However, patterns between different471

items are shifted: ‘sugar’ is used more often than ‘onion’, however, in January it is ‘onion’ that472

is always popular. Similarly, ‘apple pie’ becomes more popular than ‘pasta salad’ every year at473

the beginning December.474

In order to validate statistically our observations we applied a χ2 test for uniformity (with α =475

0.05) over months and weekdays for all ingredients and food types in our dataset. Unfortunately,476

for many ingredients and food types, the counts were not sufficient (at least 60 (=5*12) for477

uniformity test over months and at least 35(=5*7) for uniformity test over weekdays). Among478

the 1287 (87%) ingredients with sufficient statistics, 1164 (90%) were season-dependent. For479

food types, only 666 (26%) had sufficient counts and 364 (54%) were season-independent.480

On the level of weekdays, 1348 (91%) ingredients had sufficient counts, among which 462481

(34%) reveal weekday-dependent characteristic. Respectively, among the 1069 (42%) food types482

with sufficient counts 122 (11%) were identified as dependent on a weekday. The overall results483

of this analysis (in percents of total number of ingredients/food types) is presented in Figure 15.484

Overall, we can conclude that there are ingredients and food types available in the dataset which485

are depended on the variable of time (e.g., the season of the year).486

In summary, we find that ingredients and food types are season-dependent: 90% of the in-487

gredients and 54% of the food types in Kochbar.de are affected in that way. However, when488

weekdays are considered, these temporal patterns are much weaker: only 34% of the ingredients489

and 11% of the food types are affected.490
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Figure 14: Popularity plots for ingredients (top) and food types (bottom) for two food type and ingredient samples over
time.

6. Predicting Recipe Uploads (RQ2)491

So far, we have shown that upload behavior can be explained through various features, but we492

do not know yet to which extent they are useful to predict future recipe upload behavior. In this493

section, we investigate to what extent the previously studied features can be exploited to predict494

recipe uploads. Specifically, the two prediction problems, we are trying to tackle in this section,495

are the following:496

• Given a target user u, what type of recipe r is she going to upload?497

• Given a target user u, which of the available ingredients i is she going to use?498

The second problem we study in two settings: without recipe type given, and in a context-aware499

setting when recipe type is already known.500
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Figure 15: Seasonal and weekly trends in ingredients and food types.

In addition the to set of users u ∈ U, the set of recipes r ∈ R, the set of types of recipes t ∈501

T , the ingredients i ∈ I, we consider factors such as temporality T (seasonal and weekly trends),502

geographic context GEO (on country, region and city level), friendship F, group information503

G, and finally categorical information C. The task is then to propose a scoring function S (u, e)504

(where e ∈ {t, i}) that assigns a preference score (predicts ranking) for candidate recipe type t or505

ingredient i for user u.506

The output is then a ranked list of food types or ingredients. This can be used to implement507

applications as outlined in introduction to this paper (see Section 1), where we have proposed two508

types of scenarios. One that helps to understand potential food trends on user or group level5 and509

the other one is to develop an intelligent user interface that supports the user during the upload510

with recommendations of recipes types and ingredient recommendations.511

6.1. Evaluation protocol512

The evaluation protocol we follow in this paper is the one usually used in order to evalu-
ate predictive models and recommender system offline in a time-based manner (Campos et al.,
2014). We split the dataset in training and test samples according to the time line, employing the
leave-one-out strategy. Hence, the training set contains all the recipes published by a user apart
from the last published (this one is put into the test set). In order to determine the quality of our

5Please note that for being able to predict food type or ingredient use of a group, a further aggregation step is needed,
such as, for example, merging user profiles or user outputs, as for example proposed in Felfernig et al. (2018). In this
paper, we focus on the user’s individual levels.
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predictors we used Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain. Normalized Discounted Cumula-
tive Gain (nDCG@k) is a ranking-dependent metric that not only measures how many items can
be correctly predicted but also takes the position of the items in the recommended list with length
k into account6. The nDCG metric is based on the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG@k) which
is given by Järvelin and Kekäläinen (2002):

DCG@k =

k∑
p=1

2B(p) − 1
log2(1 + p)

,

where B(p) is a function that returns 1 if the recommended item at position p in the recommended
list is relevant. nDCG@k is calculated as DCG@k divided by the ideal DCG value iDCG@k
which is the highest possible DCG value that can be achieved if all the recommended items
would be in the correct order. Taken together, it is given by the following equation Järvelin and
Kekäläinen (2002):

nDCG@k =
1
|U|

∑
u∈U

DCG@k
iDCG@k

,

where we chose k = 3 for food types and k = 10 for ingredients used.513

6.2. Predictors514

User history predictors. The first proposed scoring function, based on the findings from Sec-
tion 5.5, depends on the popularity of the item e (either ingredient i or type t) in historically
uploaded recipes and is defined as following:

MPU(u, e) =
∑
r∈Uu

[e ∈ r] ,

where [condition] takes 1 if condition is true and 0 otherwise and the expression e ∈ r means515

that e (either ingredient, food type or category) is assigned to the recipe r. Uu is the set of recipes516

uploaded by user u in the past.517

Similarly, relying on the findings from Section 5.3 where we showed that upload behavior
strongly correlates with rating behavior, we can define:

MPU-R(u, e) =
∑
r∈Ru

[e ∈ r] ,

where Ru is the set of recipes rated by user u in the past.518

For some users the historical data may be very sparse. Hence, it might be better to smooth
the scores by incorporating the information from recipes of other users that are somehow related,

6 In our protocol we leave one item out, however, in contrast to what is usually the case, e.g. movie or music
recommender systems, our item is a full recipe that inherently contains a list of ingredients, i.e., we do not evaluate one
object (ingredient) but a whole set at the same time. Typically, these lists are of length 10 Trattner et al. (2018), and by
using NDCG@10 we evaluate the quality of predicting such an average-length item (recipe). Similarly, each recipe is
assigned a set of food types (however, fewer than ingredients). Furthermore, our predicting methods output scores that
are then translated into ranks and it matters not only if the top-k ingredients/food types are correct but what is their order.
In particular, the beginning of the list with recommended items is far more important than its tail. Precision and similar
metrics can not capture that.
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for example through common categories (Sections 5.1 and 5.5). The predictor that measures the
popularity of item e in categories used by user u is defined as follows:

C(u, e) =
∑
c∈C

w(u, c) ·

∑
r∈R

[c ∈ r ∧ e ∈ r]

 ,
where w(u, c) =

∑
r∈Uu

[c ∈ r] measures the popularity of category c in user u’s recipes. The519

second part weights the popularity of item e in recipes from the category.520

Food types and ingredients are strongly correlated (Section 5.1). When the set T ⊂ T of types
assigned to the recipe is known, the above scoring function can be adjusted in the following way:

C[T ](u, i) =
∑

t∈T,c∈C

w(t)w(u, c) ·

∑
r∈R

[c ∈ r ∧ i ∈ r ∧ t ∈ r]

,
where w(t) if the relative weight of a type t. We define w(t) = 1∑

r∈R[t∈r] to give a higher importance521

to less popular and more specific types.522

Similar to the case of uploads, we define a set of predictors that reflect the popularity in523

recipes rated by user u: respectively C-R and C-R[T ], where Uu is replaced with Ru in the524

equations.525

Social predictors. In Section 5.4 we have shown that social features correlate significantly with
types of recipes being upload and ingredients used in the recipes. Hence, we propose to exploit
social network relations as follows:

F(u, e) =
∑
f∈Fu

∑
r∈U f

[e ∈ r] ,

where Fu is the set of direct friends of user u. Alternatively, we consider the set of groups
(denoted Gu) where user u belongs to. In that context, the scoring function is defined over recipes
uploaded by the users from the group (but not necessary assigned to the group explicitly):

G(u, e) =
∑
g∈Gu

∑
f∈g

∑
r∈U f

[e ∈ r]

Assuming context (set of types T ) to be known, the above scoring function can be adjusted
as follows:

F[T ](u, i) =
∑
t∈T

∑
f∈Fu

∑
r∈U f

w(t) · [i ∈ r ∧ t ∈ r]

G[T ](u, i) =
∑
t∈T

∑
g∈Gu

∑
f∈g

∑
r∈U f

w(t) · [i ∈ r ∧ t ∈ r]

By replacing Uu with Ru in the above equations, we get the scoring functions over ratings instead526

of uploads, denoted F-R, G-R, F-R[T ], and G-R[T ].527

Geographic predictors. In Section 5.6, we observed how geographic embedding of the users in-
forms recipe uploads. Location can be represented on various levels of granularity, for example,
country, region or city, implying different scoring functions:

GEO[geo](u, e) =
∑

u′∈origin(u)

∑
r∈Uu′

[e ∈ r] ,
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where geo can by either country, region or city. Accordingly, origin(u) returns either the country,
the region or the city of the particular user u. The expression u′ ∈ origin(u) denotes the set of all
users from the origin(u). In the scenario with recipe types T known we obtain:

GEO[geo, T ](u, i) =
∑
t∈T

∑
u′∈origin(u)

∑
r∈Uu′

w(t) · [i ∈ r ∧ t ∈ r]

Furthermore, we can consider the information consumption perspective GEO-R[geo] and GEO-R[geo, T]528

by considering ratings Ru′ instead of uploads Uu′ .529

Temporal predictors. In Section 5.7, temporal impact on the online recipe upload behavior was
observed on both seasonal and weekly (to a lesser extent) level, implying two variants of the
time-dependent scoring function:

T[time](u, e) =
∑
u′∈U

∑
r′∈Uu′

[tm(r′) = tm(u) ∧ e ∈ r′] ,

where time can be either a month or a weekday and tm(.) is a function that returns respectively530

month or day of week of the recipe rating posting (in case when historical ratings are applied) or531

recipe upload (in case when historical uploads are used).532

Similarly, we can also consider temporal factors for ratings T-R[time] and with the context533

known T[time, T ](u, i).534

6.3. Baseline methods535

For the first baseline we used a non-personalized scoring function, the so-called most popular
approach:

MP(u, e) =
∑
r∈R

[e ∈ r]

Additionally, we introduced the most popular based on ratings score:

MP-R(u, e) =
∑
u∈U

∑
r∈Ru

[e ∈ r]

Similar to above, we also define context-aware baselines MP[T ] and MP-R[T ] which measure536

popularity when the type of food is known.537

Apart from these naive methods, we also compare to state-of-the-art methods from the lit-538

erature, namely BPR-MF, ItemKNN, and UserKNN (only applicable in context-blind case) in539

two variants. The first variant relies on uploads and the second (suffix R, e.g, BPR-MF-R) on rat-540

ings. We used the implementations from the MyMediaLite library with default parameter settings541

(Gantner et al., 2011).542

6.4. Results543

Food type prediction. Figure 16 summarizes the results of our food types prediction experiment.544

The plot shows the results over all users (means incl. standard errors).545

As presented, food type prediction problem is in general a hard task. None of the predictors546

obtain results over 0.075 nDCG@3. However, while the baselines achieve relatively high scores,547

a few approaches overpower them. One predictor, namely F-R (popularity in ratings by user548
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Figure 16: Food types prediction quality (means and standard errors) for all users. Colors indicate different groups of
methods.

friends), performs significantly better than the others. The second best results are obtained via C-549

R (popularity in often rated food categories). Time-based and geographic predictor (in particular550

on city level) perform no better than the baselines. The worst among our approaches are MPU551

and MPU-R that rely entirely on users’ previous uploads and ratings, suggesting that one of the552

key factors influencing results quality is the data sparsity, for example, just by regularizing with553

categorical information we can improve from one of the worst approaches (MPU-R) to almost554

the best one (C-R).555

Ingredient prediction. Figure 17 summarizes the results of the ingredients prediction experiment556

in two cases: (a) recipe type is unknown and in (b) recipe type is given. In general, we find that557

the ingredient prediction task seems to be less complex which is evident in the much higher558

prediction performance compared to the food type prediction experiment. When the food type is559

known the prediction results are the best (nDCG@10 ∼ 0.68).560

We also note that the best prediction quality is again obtained for scoring functions based on561

social features such as friendship (F-R[T]), group connectivity (G-R[T]), and for the methods that562

use categories and historical ratings (C-R[T]). It is interesting to note that complex recommender563

methods such as BPR-MF perform poorer than these simple scoring functions.564

Interesting is also the observation that the rating-based approaches significantly outperform565

the upload-based approaches when the food type is known. One potential explanation for this566

behavior may be that people significantly rate more than they upload and as such it may be easier567

to extract stable patterns that explain the data well.568

Summarizing our observations we can conclude, that in general the prediction of ingredients569
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Figure 17: Ingredient prediction quality (means and standard errors) for all users in the dataset.
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is a much easier task than the prediction of food types. Furthermore, we find that, by exploiting570

social factors or categorical factors along with consumption evidence (ratings) we are able to571

outperform state-of-the-art baseline methods significantly.572

7. Summary & Discussion573

In summary, our experiments show interesting patterns to explain and predict online recipe574

upload behavior. On high level, the exploratory analysis (see RQ1 - Section 5) shows that there575

are a variety of signals and features that can be leveraged to explain upload behavior, such as576

the users’ previous uploads, social network, temporal context as well as geographic embedding577

of the users. It is also interesting to note that these findings are often in line with the literature578

conducted in the real world, adding evidence that the online context bears a great potential to579

study real-world food behavior. For example, in line with Kearney (2010), showing global food580

patterns from survey data, our study also shows that users in the online context of the same581

country appear to cluster together. They upload the same types of recipes and use the same582

ingredients. However, for some countries this pattern is less pronounced than for others. For583

example, users from Austria and Switzerland are more likely to be similar with other users in584

other countries. This analysis is also in line with work recently conducted by Laufer et al. (2015)585

in the context of Wikipedia.586

Also in line with Pachucki et al. (2011); Fletcher et al. (2011), showing to what extent social587

network influence food choice, our study shows that there are strong correlations between social588

factors such as friendship and group membership and recipes being uploaded by the users. 95%589

of the users use the same ingredients as their friends and 72% upload the same type of food. Also,590

in line with Stelmach-Mardas et al. (2016), providing a systematic review and meta-analysis of591

seasonality of food groups and total energy intake, we find that ingredients and food types are592

also season-dependent in the online context: 90% of the ingredients and 54% of the food types593

in Kochbar.de are affected in that way. However, when weekdays are considered these temporal594

patterns are less pronounced: only 34% of the ingredients and 11% of the food types are affected595

in that way.596

Other interesting findings include that food types and ingredients correlate only to some597

extent. On average we find that only 22% of the ingredients in a recipe can be explained if598

the food type is known. Furthermore, we find that users tend to reuse categories when labeling599

recipes and category labels help in constraining distributions of both food types and ingredients.600

On average by knowing how a user is going label a recipe 11% of the ingredients can be explained601

though this proxy and there is a 40% probability to explain why type of food may be uploaded.602

This is an interesting behavior and in line with recent research on tagging of online resources,603

such as in Twitter or social bookmarking sites (Kowald et al., 2017; Trattner et al., 2016). Also604

we find that users on average rate much more than they upload. However, rating behavior and605

upload behavior is correlated. An R2 value of 0.57 shows that there is moderate strong correlation606

between recipe uploads and preferences in terms of ratings. In addition to this we find that the607

users upload histories are more or less consistent. For 52% of users (for ingredients) and 14%608

of users (for food types), the mean similarity between their uploads is (statistically) significantly609

higher than to those uploaded by other users and friends.610

Finally, from the prediction experiments (see RQ2 - Section 6) we can conclude that in gen-611

eral the prediction of ingredients is a much easier task than the prediction of food types. For612

food types we find values up to 0.075 nDCG@3 and remarkable values up to 0.45 nDCG@10613

for the ingredient prediction task when the food type is unknown. Furthermore, we find that, by614
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exploiting social factors or categorical factors along with consumption evidence (ratings) we are615

able to outperform current state-of-the-art methods significantly. The best overall predictor is616

the one exploiting social factors (= friendship connections). This finding is interesting as it adds617

also more evidence to the usefulness of exploiting social signals to the recommender literature618

investigating the potential of social connections to compute recommendations (Guy, 2015). Also619

of relevance is this finding for research conducted in online biases (Baeza-Yates, 2018) and espe-620

cially in the online food context, where it was recently shown that popularity of recipes in terms621

of number of ratings or views is significantly influenced by social online connections (Rokicki622

et al., 2018).623

Limitations, unanswered questions and future research. One important aspect to keep in mind624

when interpreting our results is that they relate only to one site, albeit one of the largest food625

portals on the Web, Kochbar.de. The site is primarily used by users from Europe and repeating626

the analyses with data from sites hosted in other countries may result in different outcomes. We627

plan to source other datasets and repeat our analyses.628

Another important aspect that needs to be considered in future work are the different ways to629

model features in a recommender scenario (system). While the scoring functions as proposed in630

this study are easy to interpret and to compute, it may be also worthwhile to employ more sophis-631

ticated modeling approaches in the form of Factorization machines (Rendle, 2012) or learning to632

rank approaches (Macedo et al., 2015), to further reveal interactions or combinations of features633

which was totally neglected in this work. The primary goal was to investigate upload behavior634

and to reveal interesting patterns and potentially exploit these to predict future behavior. As such635

the goal was not to find the best method to predict recipe uploads but rather to explain it. Hence,636

a potential open research question is what is the best model to predict recipe uploads and what is637

the best feature combination.638

Finally, it would be interesting to implement one of the systems, as highlighted in the intro-639

duction (see Section 1) based on the findings reported in that study and test it with real users. So640

far our experiments are based on simulations and statistical analysis and we have by no means641

an understanding, whether the predictions produced by our system would also be acceptable for642

the user. We hope to do this in our future work.643

8. Conclusions644

In this paper we have analyzed upload behavior of Kochbar.de, Germany’s second largest645

online food community platform, comprising more than 400k recipes uploaded by nearly 200k646

users and revealed to what extent upload behavior may be explained and predicted. Our data647

analysis and prediction experiments show that social connections in the form of online friendship648

relations bear a great potential to predict what types of recipes user are going to create in the649

future and which ingredients are going to be used. This signal seems to be more important650

than geographic embedding of the user or the temporal context (= the time when the recipes651

uploaded). Exploiting the user’s history is only beneficial if category labels are considered. The652

research conducted in this work contributes to a better understanding in online food behavior and653

is relevant for researchers working on online social information systems and engineers interested654

in predictive modeling and recommender systems.655
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